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NEWFOUNDLAND GOLD WELCOMES NEWEST MEMBER: GOLD ISLAND CORP.; ANNOUNCES
DECEMBER 7th ‘INVESTING IN NEWFOUNDLAND’S GOLD RUSH’ WEBINAR
Vancouver, BC - December 1, 2021: Newfoundland.Gold is pleased to welcome its newest member company,
Gold Island to the marketing alliance of industry leaders. Newfoundland.Gold is a strategic marketing alliance
comprised of gold exploration and mining companies focused on the advancement of the mineral sector in
Canada’s Newfoundland and Labrador province. Collectively these industry leaders are committed to bringing
awareness to an exciting and supportive jurisdiction while generating shareholder value through responsible and
innovative exploration and development.
Newfoundland.Gold also announces an online webinar to be held at 1 PM EST on December 7th, 2021 with
corporate presentations and a general discussion on work underway at each of three of its member companies:
TRU Precious Metals, C2C Gold Corp. and Gold Island Corp. To register for the event please visit:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/7229171723894013200
About Gold Island
Gold Island Inc. is a Canadian gold exploration company with a large portfolio of properties in Newfoundland.
The Company holds seven highly prospective claim blocks totalling 1,649 square kilometres. The areas were
selected by renowned prospector Shawn Ryan following exhaustive research of regional geological and structural
data. Most have seen minimal modern gold exploration but encompass known geological controls to gold
mineralisation in this emerging gold province. Several claim blocks have never been staked or systematically
explored for gold.
The Gold Island team is led by Adrian Fleming, a geologist with a track record of exploration success and credited
with important discoveries in PNG, Australia, South America and Canada. Key components for successful gold
exploration and value creation for shareholders are; properties, people, financial resources and methodology.
‘We look forward to introducing the Gold Island story to Newfoundland Gold’s extensive audience and to share
why our team is so excited for the exploration work ahead in Canada’s newest and emerging gold province. We
encourage interested parties to register to learn more about the Company and ask any questions they may have,’
stated Adrian Fleming, Chief Executive Officer.
About Us
Newfoundland.Gold is a strategic marketing alliance comprised of gold exploration and mining companies focused
on the advancement of the mineral sector in Canada’s Newfoundland. Collectively these industry leaders are committed
to bringing awareness to an exciting and supportive jurisdiction while generating shareholder value through
responsible and innovative exploration and development.
Newfoundland.Gold is a member of a collective marketing alliance, NLMines.com, focused on bringing awareness to
the collective exploration and mining industry in Canada’s Newfoundland & Labrador. Newfoundland.Gold is open
to all exploration and mining companies which have a primary focus on exploration or mining activities in Canada’s
Newfoundland.
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